
★ Black Lives they matter here!
Black Trans lives they matter here!
Pitt Trans Lives they matter here! 

★ ________ was a freedom fighter and they taught me how to fight. 
We gon’ fight all day and night until we get it right. 

What side are you on my people, what side are you on? 
(We on the freedom side) what side are you on my people, what side are you on? 

(We on the freedom side)

★ Say her name
Aaliyah Johnson! ! ! ! !

★ What do we want?
Justice!

When do we want it?
Now!

★ It is our duty to fight for our freedom
It is our duty to win

We must love and protect one another
We have nothing to lose but our chains 

★ Tell the truth!
Tell the truth!
Tell the truth!

★ No justice, no peace!
No racist police!

***Explicit, only if started by leaders***

★ I don’t see no riot here
Why are you in riot gear!

This is not a riot!

★ Back up, back up we want freedom, freedom
Tell them racist ass cops we don’t need ‘em need ‘em 

★ Take it to the streets
And fuck the police

No justice, no peace!

RALLY CHANTS



https://donation-page.fundly.com/mutual-aid-to-protect-trans-lives-1?ft_src=email_share_mobile&fbclid=IwAR26VL5_I87O9BaCXpvMpA_-hzIW7BdPhRL-nouOUIo93A_uH0rvedVsYms


OUR DEMANDS FOR PITT ADMINISTRATION

- We Demand a public apology from U-Pitt for being complicit in bringing transphobic events 
to the community

- We Demand accountability from U-Pitt to provide safety and inclusivity for the trans 
community

- We demand that the University of Pittsburgh create a position for BiPoc queer/trans persons 
from the community outside of the Pitt student body as an ombudsperson as a university paid 
position.

- We Demand to include a group of students to vote on U-Pitt campus event speakers 

- We demand that the University of Pittsburgh create and establish a series of mandatory 
programming for their staff and faculty for ongoing cultural competency skills for serving the 
trans populations, led by a committee of trans students and community members.

- We demand that the university starts going beyond offering “support” and pointing to 
diversity statement to actively educate students on why this rhetoric is harmful and why trans 
healthcare is important

- Improved/increased education for staff and faculty and holding to higher standard; ongoing 
education

- We demand that the $151.5 million in state appropriation funding received for in-state tuition 
offsets be distributed equitably to lift up our most marginalized students including Black & 
Brown TLGBQIA+ students and the TLGBQIA+ community at large.



Resolve Crisis Network
Call the 24–hour hotline: 
1-888-7-YOU-CAN (796-8226)

Trevor Project 
Call: 1-866-488-7386 
Text: START to 678-678
Online:
thetrevorproject.org/get-help

Pittsburgh Action Against Rape 
(PAAR)
Call: 1-866-363-7273


